2017 Foundation Scholarship and Awards

Medical Student Awards

Robert “Jason” Gore Scholarship
David Charles $5000

Rukmini and Joyce Vasudevan Scholarship
Caitlin Moore $5000

Presidential Scholar Award
Sydney Hansen $3000

Catherine Slota-Varma Scholarship
Jillian Gorski $2500

John and Virginia Riesch Scholarship
Scott Lee $2500

Victor A. Baylon, MD Scholarship
Camille Lucjak $2500

Marathon County Scholarship
Rebecca Kemnitz $2000

Houghton Award
Jon Scholl, University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health $1000
Megan Marie Mohnen, Medical College of Wisconsin $1000

Edmund J. and Estelle D. Walker Scholarship
Bryce Aul $2500
Claire Baniel $2500
Samantha Below $2500
Kaylee Bishop $2500
Jesse Boyett Anderson $2500
Cullen Buchanan $2500
Preshita Date $2500
Abbey DeBruin $2500
Marie Dreyer $2500
Stephanie Fricke $2500
Courtney Gaberino $2500
Michael Gehring $2500
Manuchehr Habibi $2500
Zachary Helmen $2500
Bailey Hutchison $2500
John Idso $2500
Daniel Jones $2500
Sindhu Kilakkathi $2500
William Klein $2500
Isabella Lambert $2500
Tyler Lennon $2500
Dana Ley $2500
Chrissy Liu $2500
Kieran McAvoy $2500
Kaitlyn McQuistion $2500
Bryant Megna $2500
Adam Miller $2500
Cole Nygard $2500
Jacqueline Powell $2500
Joshua Rehberg $2500
Brian Robichaud $2500
Shoshana Rudin $2500
Natanya Russek $2500
Matthew Russell $2500
Haley Schoenberger $2500
Julia Rose Shariff $2500
Jaron Smith $2500
Joohee Son $2500
Andrew Straszewski $2500
Cole Swiston $2500
Sierra Tackett $2500
Andre Theuerkauf $2500
Rebecca Kemnitz – (plus Marathon County Medical Society Scholarship) $500

Nursing /Allied Health Care Awards
Abbey Vadnais, Nursing, John and Virginia Riesch Scholarship $1000
Kaelin Cadney, Medical Technology $1000

Amy Hunter-Wilson, MD Awards
(limited to American Indian Students pursuing medically related degrees)
Mariah Cooper $2500
Rachelle Katers $1000

Total 2016 Awards: $135,500